INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The last 15 years has seen a tremendous increase in our understanding of the biological significance and functional diversity of bacterial non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) ([@B1]--[@B5]). For example, recent bacterial ncRNA discoveries have revealed unexpected resistance systems for fluoride and guanidine ([@B6],[@B7]) and a greatly expanded number of self-cleaving ribozymes ([@B8],[@B9]). Thus, the detection of novel ncRNAs has the potential to expand our biochemical understanding of RNA, as well as shed light on biological processes that are associated with these RNAs.

A highly successful strategy to find bacterial ncRNAs has been a comparative genomics approach based on identifying conserved nucleotide sequences and establishing the existence of conserved structures via analyzing nucleotide covariation. Structured RNAs exhibit covariation, in which a mutation that disrupts the RNA secondary structure is followed by a compensatory mutation that restores the affected base-pair. With many examples of such structure-preserving mutations in a multiple-sequence alignment, strong evidence emerges that the aligned sequences form RNA structures that are necessary for their biological function, and therefore function as ncRNAs.

This covariation analysis strategy has a long history of supporting and generating high-quality predictions of RNA secondary structure ([@B10]--[@B12]), and has been applied to discover novel RNA structures ([@B13]--[@B19]). This idea has been particularly successful in finding riboswitches and ribozymes, as most known metabolite- or ion-binding riboswitch classes have been found using this basic strategy ([@B20]), along with 5 of the 14 currently validated natural ribozyme classes ([@B8],[@B9],[@B21]).

In previous work ([@B18]), we grouped non-coding intergenic regions (IGRs) based on BLAST comparisons and inferred a conserved secondary structure within each group of putatively related sequences using the CMfinder program ([@B22]). We ran this analysis on several lineages of related bacteria and archaea, as well as metagenomic sequences from various environments, analyzing the IGRs in each lineage or metagenome separately. This effort produced 104 predicted structured RNAs, including the fluoride ([@B6]), ZMP/ZTP ([@B23]), c-di-GMP-II ([@B24]), THF ([@B25]), glutamine ([@B26]), azaaromatic ([@B27]) guanidine-III ([@B28]) and SAM/SAH ([@B18]) riboswitch classes. However, any remaining undiscovered RNA classes are likely to be rare (i.e. have few representatives in available sequences), and thus not as easy to find using this method. So, an ongoing challenge is to develop strategies to find increasingly uncommon RNA classes.

One possibility would be to analyze all IGRs at once, thus ensuring that all representatives of a rare RNA are available in the dataset analyzed. However, the complete set of available genomic and metagenomic IGRs totals 37 billion base pairs, which presents two difficulties. First, the computational time and memory required for analysis expands with many IGRs. More crucially, the false positive rate when IGRs are compared increases with their total number, making it difficult to extract rare RNAs. Our previous strategy ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) can be viewed as a way of analyzing subsets of these IGRs that concentrate related RNAs. Specifically, in this earlier work ([@B18]), we reasoned that related RNAs are likely to be enriched in related bacteria that would be found in a similar lineage or metagenomic environment.

We have speculated that other methods of selecting IGR subsets might also help to enrich previously undetected RNAs ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, we recently observed that self-cleaving ribozymes in bacteria are often located nearby to specific gene classes ([@B8]). We exploited this fact to focus our searches on IGRs near these genes, as these IGRs are enriched for self-cleaving ribozymes ([@B9]). The key insight is that the comparative genomics method can take any subset of IGRs as input, and find RNAs enriched within those IGRs that were previously too rare to detect. Using this approach to concentrate self-cleaving ribozymes is only one possible application. In the current study, we found several additional tactics to select promising sets of input IGRs that enrich RNAs in other ways (see 'Materials and Methods' section). We demonstrate that these other measures also led to the discovery of new RNA classes.

During the course of this work, the functions of some novel structured RNAs identified via this approach were solved and published separately. These were the NiCo ([@B29]) and preQ~1~-III riboswitches ([@B30]) and the twister ([@B8]), twister sister, pistol and hatchet ribozymes ([@B9]), as well as variant hammerhead ribozymes with a short stem III ([@B31]). We also detected a permuted form of group II introns (Roth,A., Weinberg,Z., Vanderschuren,K., Murdock,M.H., Poiata,E., Breaker,R.R., unpublished data) that we will publish separately.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Databases and general methods {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------

A previously analyzed set of bacterial and archaeal genomes and metagenomes ([@B32]) (and see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was also analyzed in the present study. In total, we analyzed 237 Gb (237 × 10^9^ bp) of sequences, with 54 Gb genomic and 183 Gb metagenomic sequences. These sequences contained 37 Gb of IGRs. Genes and RNAs were annotated as before, with protein domains predicted with the Conserved Domain Database version 2.25 ([@B33]), and RNAs by the Rfam database version 12.1 ([@B34]). The analyzed sequences chiefly come from RefSeq ([@B35]), IMG/M ([@B36]), MG-RAST ([@B37]) and GenBank ([@B38]). Some predicted conserved RNA structures were analyzed using earlier versions of databases. We searched for eukaryotic or viral homologs of new RNA structures ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To identify conserved RNA structures from within a set of IGRs, our approach ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is based on a previously established method ([@B18]). The essential part of this earlier method is to cluster similar subsequences within the IGRs based on BLAST scores ([@B17]), and then infer RNA structural alignments from the sequences in each cluster using CMfinder ([@B22]). In the current study, we used a reimplementation of the clustering algorithm (Weinberg,Z., unpublished open-source software, available at <http://weinberg-overcluster2.sourceforge.io>). This software implements single-linkage clustering on subsequences of IGRs, instead of the full IGR sequence (as would happen with, e.g. blastclust). Thus, subsequences in a given IGR can participate in separate clusters. We also used an updated CMfinder, version 0.4.1, that extends the previous software version primarily to handle fragmentary sequence contigs in which RNA sequences are sometimes truncated (Weinberg,Z., unpublished open-source software, available at <http://weinberg-cmfinder.sourceforge.io>). Rho-independent transcription terminators were predicted using RNIE ([@B39]), and RNA structures were drawn using R2R ([@B40]) and Adobe Illustrator.

Candidate structured RNAs were scored (see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details) using a combination of an updated RNAphylo ([@B41]), and a new method called hmmpair. Both methods are implemented in the updated CMfinder package (above). The main change to RNAphylo was that it also now handles truncated RNAs. The basic idea of hmmpair is to evaluate an alignment by analyzing whether the alignment of covarying base pairs is supported by adjacent sequence conservation, and this analysis is conducted using a profile HMM model of the alignment.

All 224 predicted RNA classes were compared to Rfam version 12.2 ([@B34]) to ensure that they are not known (see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used RNAcode ([@B42]) to find potential coding regions within all predicted RNAs. The best *P*-value was ∼0.001. With 224 motifs, this corresponds to an *E*-value of ∼0.22, which is not convincing.

Methods to select subsets of IGRs {#SEC2-2}
---------------------------------

Technical details of these methods and numbers of IGR subsets analyzed are in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Lineage and environment strategies {#SEC2-2-1}

Previously used strategies ([@B18]) are to select all IGRs within a lineage of bacteria (e.g. Enterobacteria), or IGRs within samples from a particular environment (e.g. hot springs). These methods were also applied here.

### Large IGRs {#SEC2-2-2}

Relatively large RNAs are of particular interest in bacteria, because they often catalyze chemical reactions, or have other unusual functions ([@B12]). These RNAs are necessarily in larger IGRs, and so in this strategy, only IGRs of at least 600 bp were considered ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The resulting RNA structures were generally larger, but for example CyVA-1 RNAs average only 78 nt ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Cluster by downstream gene {#SEC2-2-3}

A given class of riboswitches (or other *cis*-regulatory RNA) is often located upstream of a characteristic gene class or small number of gene classes. For example, while purine riboswitches are known to reside upstream of 143 different gene classes in the sequences we analyzed, 22% are upstream of genes encoding a COG2252 domain (a permease) and 18% regulate genes encoding a TIGR01744 domain (xanthine phosphoribosyltransferase). Thus, the IGRs upstream of COG2252 or TIGR01744 genes will be enriched for purine riboswitches. So, we cluster all IGRs by domains in their immediately downstream gene and then further cluster each domain-specific set of IGRs as usual using BLAST and overcluster2. Conserved protein domains are taken from the Conserved Domain Database (see above), and all available domains are used ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Nearby to genetic elements {#SEC2-2-4}

Certain RNA classes are often located nearby to specific genetic elements. For example, bacterial self-cleaving ribozymes are often located within 6 Kb of certain gene classes ([@B9]). We also searched nearby to various other gene sets ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### No recognized genes {#SEC2-2-5}

To explore unusual sequences, we selected metagenomic contigs that were at least 3 Kb, but did not have any gene that was longer than 800 bp or that matched a known conserved domain with an E-value better than 10^−4^. All IGRs within such contigs were used.

### Transcription terminators {#SEC2-2-6}

*Cis*-regulatory RNAs such as riboswitches often use Rho-independent transcription terminators as part of their regulatory mechanism ([@B43],[@B44]). Therefore, the presence of a terminator in an IGR could indicate an upstream riboswitch or other RNA. However, terminators are also commonly used to end transcription of individual mRNAs and operons. We used the distances from the terminator to the upstream and downstream flanking genes to try to distinguish such cases. In addition to these distances, we exploited the fact that structured RNAs often have higher G+C content than other sequences ([@B45]), and applied Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to make predictions ([@B46]) ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### BLAST RefSeq against metagenomes {#SEC2-2-7}

Some lineages are not well represented in sequenced organisms in RefSeq, but are common in certain environments. For example, the phylum Fibrobacteres has only two sequenced organisms in RefSeq version 63, but is well represented in cow rumen. Therefore we used all IGRs in known Fibrobacteria from RefSeq, and all IGRs in metagenome samples in which at least 0.01% of contigs were predicted as coming from this phylum, according to MetaPhlAn ([@B47]). In our other strategies, all IGRs are compared against all other IGRs using BLAST. However, in this strategy, RefSeq IGRs were compared against all other RefSeq IGRs and metagenomic IGRs, but metagenomic IGRs were not compared to other metagenomic IGRs. This reduces the number of comparisons, and thus the false positive rate. Our IGR clustering strategy easily accommodates these partial BLAST comparisons.

Experimental methods {#SEC2-3}
--------------------

In some cases, candidate conserved RNAs were tested for ligand binding using in-line probing assays with a previously established protocol ([@B48]). Self-cleavage assays were conducted as previously described ([@B9]). RNA molecules tested and concentrations of potential ligands are listed in [Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Detection of motifs {#SEC3-1}
-------------------

The strategies we implemented (see 'Materials and Methods' section) resulted in many computational predictions of structured RNAs. These predictions were evaluated manually, and we analyzed the most promising candidates in a process that centered on additional homology searches and attempts to improve structural predictions with help from CMfinder, as previously described ([@B18]). Promising candidates were those exhibiting strong evidence for a conserved RNA secondary structure in the form of covariation. Evaluating covariation is not simply a matter of looking for covarying base-pairs. Unfortunately, non-biological covariation can result, for example, from aligning sequences that are not homologous, or by aligning non-homologous regions of homologous sequences. Thus, when evaluating evidence of covariation, it is important to consider alignment mistakes that might have been introduced in the original computational alignment, or in subsequent editing of the alignment. Indeed, most candidate ncRNAs initially predicted lacked convincing covariation and were not further pursued. Successful candidate ncRNAs, along with their alignments and conserved secondary structures, are termed 'motifs'.

We compared our predictions to previously known RNAs in the Rfam database ([@B34]), and did not report motifs with significant matches ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Two motifs are related to previously predicted RNAs. The c4--2 motif is likely a distant homolog of a previously described RNA ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and one representative of a DUF1646 RNA was predicted, though the homologs and structure were not previously elucidated (see below). Otherwise, none of the 224 motifs have any apparent homology to previously predicted RNAs.

Extensive [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} is provided on all motifs. All 224 novel motifs detected in this work are summarized in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and drawn in [Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. [Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides alignments of all motifs, with the locations, taxonomy and nearby genes of their representatives in printable form, while [Supplementary Files 3 and 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contain motif alignments in a machine-readable format. Due to space limitations, not all motifs are described in the main text, and so most motifs are described only in [Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Additionally, this [Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contains further details on motifs that are more briefly described in the main text, and also describes assays on some motifs for riboswitch or ribozyme function.

Genetic features that surround a candidate motif often yield clues to the function of the RNA. In bacteria, *cis*-regulatory elements typically reside in the 5′ untranslated regions (UTRs) of protein-coding mRNAs, which they regulate. However, gene annotations are imperfect and therefore the exact locations of 5′ UTRs are not reliably known. So, we refer to a 'potential 5′ UTR' that is the non-coding region upstream of a gene, which likely corresponds to the 5′ UTR of the transcript ([@B18]). Thus, a motif that usually occurs in the potential 5′ UTRs of genes likely functions as a riboswitch or another type of *cis*-regulatory RNA.

*Cis*-regulatory RNAs use a variety of mechanisms to regulate genes in *cis*. In bacteria, the most common mechanisms ([@B5]) include formation of Rho-independent transcription terminator hairpins ([@B43],[@B44]) and sequestration of the Shine-Dalgarno sequence (SD). Therefore, we pay particular attention to possible transcription terminators and SDs when analyzing likely motif functions.

In the following text, we use available data, e.g. genetic contexts and sequence features, to suggest likely hypotheses for each motif. This analysis forms a possible basis for future experimental work to elucidate the motifs' functions.

Biochemically sophisticated RNAs {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------

Many RNAs perform important biological tasks using modes of action that are relatively easy for RNA to implement, such as binding proteins or binding other RNAs via Watson-Crick base pairing. However, RNA also has biochemical capabilities approaching those of proteins. In particular, riboswitch RNAs specifically bind small molecules or ions to regulate gene expression ([@B1]), and ribozyme RNAs catalyze chemical reactions ([@B2]).

Some of the 224 motifs possess characteristics that suggest they perform biochemically challenging tasks, such as those performed by riboswitches and ribozymes. For such challenging functions, only a restricted set of sequences work. Thus, nucleotides will be highly conserved in critical regions, such as the ligand-binding core of a riboswitch or the active site of a ribozyme. By contrast, less challenging biochemical functions permit more sequence and structural variability. For example, nucleotides in antisense RNAs can change through mutation when their RNA targets change.

Extreme levels of nucleotide conservation are most obvious when RNAs are highly diverged, and yet some nucleotide positions are highly conserved. Many RNAs, on the other hand, are restricted to a narrow phylogenetic range, and may appear to exhibit conservation simply because a shorter amount of time has elapsed in which to mutate. We consider RNAs present in more than one bacterial phylum to be significantly diverged, and multiple nucleotides that are highly (at least 97%) conserved in such diverged RNAs suggest a demanding function.

The implementation of such challenging functions typically requires precise placement of nucleotides, which often leads to a more complicated secondary structure. In the absence of atomic-resolution structures, we assume that the presence of a pseudoknot ([@B49]) or multistem junction indicates a complex structure, as previously proposed ([@B12]). A pseudoknot occurs when two stems overlap such that only one side of each stem is within the other stem. A multistem junction is a loop that includes three or more base pairs. Thus, RNAs present in multiple phyla, with at least one pseudoknot or multistem junction and multiple 97%-conserved nucleotides will typically perform sophisticated biochemical tasks.

Several riboswitches and ribozymes are only known in a narrow phylogenetic range, e.g. preQ~1~-III riboswitches ([@B30]) and hatchet ribozymes ([@B9]), and a few have simple secondary structures, e.g. SAM/SAH riboswitches ([@B18]) and guanidine-II riboswitches ([@B50]), and hatchet ribozymes ([@B9]). Thus, some motifs that fail to satisfy these criteria could nonetheless implement unusual biochemistry. On the other hand, some motifs that satisfy all three criteria could perform straightforward biochemistry, such as binding another RNA via Watson-Crick base pairing. However, only three such cases arise ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in the 'seed' alignments of the Rfam Database ([@B34]) version 12.1, out of 637 entries present in Bacteria. Thus, it is very likely that motifs meeting the above criteria indeed carry out complex functions.

Thirteen motifs detected in this work match the above characteristics typical of known ncRNAs with complex functions, and therefore are likely to perform sophisticated functions ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Curiously, all 13 such motifs do not exhibit unequivocal evidence of ribozyme or riboswitch function based on nearby genetic features. This result raises the possibility that new types of sophisticated RNA functions exist. In the rest of this manuscript, we highlight potentially interesting motifs, with a focus on motifs that might perform interesting biochemistry. Additional structured ncRNA motifs predicted by our bioinformatics pipeline are presented in [Supplementary Text, Table S1 and Files 1 and 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

ROOL motif {#SEC3-3}
----------

Large and complex-folded ncRNAs in bacteria, while rare, are especially likely to have exotic biochemical functions, such as catalyzing chemical reactions ([@B12]). The [R]{.ul}umen-[O]{.ul}riginating, [O]{.ul}rnate, [L]{.ul}arge (ROOL) motif (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) was originally found in cow rumen metagenome data. ROOL RNAs average 581 nt ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and conserve a complex structure consisting of six multistem junctions and three pseudoknots (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In bacteria, only ribosomal RNAs, GOLLD RNA and group II introns are longer and more structurally complicated ([@B12]) than ROOL. However, in comparison to some other large bacterial RNAs, the ROOL motif has fewer nucleotides that are highly (≥97%) conserved. Nonetheless, there are 10 highly conserved nucleotides and the motif is widespread, with at least one member present in three phyla. Thus, ROOL RNAs have the potential to perform unusual sophisticated biochemistry.

![Consensus features of ROOL and *raiA* RNAs. The legend (lower, right) applies to all consensus diagrams in this work. An expanded drawing of the *raiA* motif is available ([Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A comprehensive set of consensus diagrams for all 224 motifs is in [Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gkx699fig1){#F1}

ROOL RNAs have similar properties to those of the previously reported GOLLD RNA motif ([@B12]), and these similarities could suggest a related function. The GOLLD motif is a large bacterial RNA that is often located nearby to tRNAs and in prophages, but also in regions that do not appear to be prophages. ROOL RNAs share all of these properties. However, although the common genomic contexts of these two motifs suggest a similar biological function, the commonalities could arise for other reasons. The GOLLD and ROOL motifs might both be used sometimes by phages, and their proximity to tRNAs could arise if these ncRNAs are often co-transcribed.

*raiA* motif {#SEC3-4}
------------

The *raiA* motif (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) is present in two phyla: Firmicutes and Actinobacteria ([Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Motif representatives are often found in the potential 5′ UTRs of protein-coding genes, which is consistent with a *cis-*regulatory function. However, these genes are often quite far (e.g. \>600 bp) from the *raiA* RNAs and *raiA* RNAs are, in fact, often closer to the upstream gene. This arrangement, which is not typical of other *cis*-regulatory motifs, casts some doubt on this possible function for *raiA* motif RNAs.

Genes located downstream of *raiA* RNAs frequently encode specific protein domains in both Firmicutes and Actinobacteria ([Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since these associations are strongly evident in two phyla, we presume that these domains are related to the function of *raiA* RNAs. These domains include RaiA and periplasmic binding protein (PBP). RaiA binds to ribosomes and inhibits translation under stress conditions, while PBP domains function in transporters whose specificity is not predicted by available models.

Genes with ComFC domains (COG1040) often occur nearby and upstream of *raiA* RNAs, also in both Actinobacteria and Firmicutes. These *comFC* genes typically are oriented in the same direction as the RNA, but sometimes are in opposite directions. However, the gene located immediately upstream of each *raiA* RNA is usually encoded on the same strand as the RNA. Many *cis*-regulatory RNAs in bacteria regulate the downstream genes, but we are not aware of cases where they are also associated with an upstream gene. This observation suggests that *raiA* RNAs are not *cis* regulators of the downstream gene. Moreover, it is unusual for bacterial *cis*-regulatory RNAs to reside in a 3′ UTR. Therefore it also seems unlikely that *raiA* motif RNAs regulate expression of the upstream ORF.

ComFC is implicated in genetic competence ([@B33]). This prediction is supported by other genes often located adjacent to *comFC* genes and upstream of *raiA* RNAs. These genes include *comFA* genes, which encode a helicase required for competence. We also notice many upstream genes associated with sporulation and flagella, which could be related. The *raiA* motif has the characteristics expected for RNAs with sophisticated functions ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but its apparent association with upstream genes makes it doubtful that it functions in a manner similar to most riboswitches. *In vitro* experiments did not provide evidence of the RNA binding small molecules ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Highly conserved motifs with 3′ terminators {#SEC3-5}
-------------------------------------------

We found four motifs with characteristics suggestive of sophisticated biochemical function ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that have predicted Rho-independent transcription terminators on their 3′ ends ([Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These motifs are called DUF3800-I, drum, FuFi-1 (Fusobacteria/Firmicutes-1) and skipping-rope (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Consensus features of motifs with properties that suggest a sophisticated biochemical function that are followed by Rho-independent terminators: the DUF3800-I, drum, FuFi-1 and skipping-rope motifs. Annotations are as for Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](gkx699fig2){#F2}

Although the motifs have structural properties typical of riboswitches and self-cleaving ribozymes, they are improbable riboswitches since they are only rarely found in potential 5′ UTRs. Similarly, their downstream terminators are at odds with a self-cleaving function. Indeed, experiments on DUF3800-I, FuFi-1 and skipping-rope RNAs did not reveal self-cleavage activity ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally DUF3800-I, skipping-rope and drum RNAs have a compelling association with proteins that are encoded nearby, in either orientation and on either side of the RNA ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, see 'Additional comments on drum, DUF3800-I and skipping-rope motifs'). Association with one specific protein domain, especially when the domain is not encoded on the same strand, would be unusual for self-cleaving ribozymes and also for self-splicing ribozymes. Thus, these motifs could perform a biochemically challenging task that is distinct from that of known RNAs.

Other DUF3800-associated motifs {#SEC3-6}
-------------------------------

After finding that the DUF3800-I motif associates with genes encoding the DUF3800 domain, we noticed a possible relationship between these genes and genes associated with drum and skipping-rope RNAs ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then searched for additional RNA motifs around DUF3800-encoding genes in bacteria and archaea, and found ten additional motifs, named DUF3800-II to DUF3800-XI ([Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 11 DUF3800 RNA motifs do not resemble each other in any obvious way, although the trinucleotide sequence UAA seems subjectively to be somewhat common ([Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is remarkable that 11 different structures presumably achieve the same biological function in conjunction with DUF3800 genes. Many of the DUF3800-associated motifs are present in multiple phyla and some display complex structural features ([Supplementary Tables S1 and 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Several are followed by Rho-independent terminators ([Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Unfortunately, no specific hypothesis for the function of these curious motifs is obvious to us.

RT (reverse transcriptase) motifs {#SEC3-7}
---------------------------------

The RT-1 through RT-19 motifs ([Supplementary File 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are found nearby to reverse transcriptase (RT) genes. RT genes in bacteria have been observed in group II introns, retrons and diversity-generating retroelements (DGRs) ([@B51]), and the RT RNA motifs might function as part of these elements.

The RT motifs do not seem to match the typical properties of group II introns. Group II introns are large (at least 300 nt) and form RNA structures both 5′ and 3′ to an ORF that encodes an RT domain ([@B51]). However, we do not find cases where RT motif RNAs are present on both sides of one RT gene. Moreover, the RT RNA motifs are smaller than known self-splicing RNAs. Therefore, these motifs do not have characteristics expected of self-splicing introns, although additional conserved structure might perhaps remain undetected.

Some of the RT motifs could function as retrons. Retrons consist of an RT gene adjacent to an RNA structure that acts as a primer for the RT reaction ([@B51]). The biological function of retrons is unknown, but they produce a covalently bound RNA/DNA hybrid ([@B51]). We speculate that many of the RT RNA motifs participate in retrons.

At least one of the new motifs, the RT-10 motif, is likely to function as part of a DGR. The best-studied DGR is present in *Bordetella* phage BPP-1, and creates a high rate of mutation in a phage tail protein that can thus rapidly evolve to bind different proteins on the host\'s cell surface ([@B51]). This DGR contains two approximate repeats, termed VR and TR, that flank a short gene. The TR is located nearby to an RT gene. The RT-10 motif is present in the region between the TR and the RT gene in phage BPP-1, where no RNA structure was previously proposed. Since RNA structures in retrons act as primers, RT-10 RNAs might perform this role for this DGR. We speculate that additional RT RNA motifs function in other DGRs.

DUF1874 motif and integrons {#SEC3-8}
---------------------------

The DUF1874 motif ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is a multistem structure with an internal loop that has many highly conserved nucleotides. It is usually present in the potential 5′ UTRs of protein-coding genes. However, the motif is frequently present in consecutive IGRs, i.e. a DUF1874 RNA is followed by an ORF, which is followed by another DUF1874 RNA, then another ORF, etc.

This genetic arrangement is typical of *attC* sites, which are components of integrons ([@B52]). *attC* sites function at the level of DNA as recombination sites, allowing the shuffling and incorporation of genes as cassettes. Characterized *attC* sites exhibit little sequence conservation and adopt hairpin structures formed of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) ([@B52]). If the DUF1874 motif is an unusual *attC* site, it would be a rare example of an ssDNA with a more complex structure than a simple hairpin.

Our strategy for finding structured RNAs would apply equally well to finding ssDNA structures. Indeed, given the similarities between ssDNA and ssRNA, it would be difficult to reliably distinguish such motifs bioinformatically. So, we reanalyzed our previously reported motifs, and found that the Transposase-resistance motif ([@B18]) matches the already-known *attC* sites of class 1 integrons ([@B53]). Thus, our methods are capable of finding *attC* sites.

Integrons commonly have integrase genes at their 5′ ends, and the enzymes encoded by these genes recombine the genetic cassettes within the integron ([@B52]). We did not observe an integrase gene at the likely 5′ end of a run of DUF1874 representatives. However, some integrons lack integrases ([@B54]). Nonetheless, it is possible that the DUF1874 motif\'s striking pattern of occurrence in consecutive IGRs results from a biological role other than an *attC* site.

Plasmid-associated motifs {#SEC3-9}
-------------------------

We found three motifs that frequently occur in plasmids ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and could play roles in plasmid replication. All three are moderately long, with average lengths of 223--349 nt ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). If the motifs participate in plasmid replication, they could function as ssDNAs. As just noted, our method can also discover ssDNA motifs. The plasmid motifs also might play regulatory roles, or perform functions often associated with plasmids, as do toxin/anti-toxin systems ([@B55]).

The [A]{.ul}rea [R]{.ul}equired for [R]{.ul}eplication in a [P]{.ul}lasmid [O]{.ul}f *[F]{.ul}usobacterium* (ARRPOF) motif ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) occurs in *Fusobacterium nucleatum* plasmid pKH9. Although this plasmid has a predicted *rep* (replication) gene, which presumably can replicate the plasmid, the plasmid can also replicate when the *rep* gene is deleted ([@B56]). A 1 Kb region that lacks predicted genes ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was found to be sufficient for replication ([@B56]). This region was cut into two, and each sub-region individually failed to allow replication. One of these sub-regions contains an ARRPOF RNA, so the motif likely plays an important role in plasmid replication.

One instance of the [G]{.ul}C-[E]{.ul}nriched, [B]{.ul}etween [R]{.ul}eplication [O]{.ul}rigins (GEBRO) motif ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is found in the *Streptococcus mutans* plasmid pUA140, in a region of high G+C content, between the predicted single-stranded and double-stranded origins ([@B57]). This motif might function to help or regulate the replication of plasmids like pUA140 that use rolling-circle replication. Since such replication involves ssDNA, there is an added possibility that the GEBRO motif functions as ssDNA.

Finally, the [P]{.ul}lasmid-[A]{.ul}ssociated [g]{.ul}amma-Proteobacteria [E]{.ul}specially [V]{.ul}ibrionales (PAGEV) motif ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is found in Vibrionales bacteria and other gamma-Proteobacterial organisms. A PAGEV RNA is found in a region that is predicted as a replication origin ([@B58]) because of its similarity to an experimentally determined replicon whose mechanism is unknown ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Sodium-related motifs {#SEC3-10}
---------------------

The remaining motifs presented in this manuscript are all strong candidates for *cis*-regulatory function. Although these motifs do not have all three of the properties indicative of biochemically sophisticated functions, some might function as riboswitches. The DUF1646 and *nhaA-*I and -II motifs (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) are implicated in regulation related to sodium. DUF1646 RNAs are positioned so as to regulate a variety of genes ([Supplementary File 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) encoding proteins that are not homologous, yet generally have functions related to Na^+^ ion transport. The most common classes are *nhaA*-like Na^+^/H^+^ antiporters and DUF1646, whose function is unknown. Other regulated gene classes encode adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-dependent transporters of sodium and oxaloacetate carboxyltransferase, whose reaction is coupled to transmembrane sodium ion transport ([@B59]). The RNA also occurs rarely upstream of c-di-AMP riboswitches ([@B60]) that are in turn upstream of either *dapB* or *kamA*, two genes involved in lysine metabolism and known to be regulated in a c-di-AMP-dependent manner. While these genes have no direct relationship to sodium, c-di-AMP riboswitches commonly control genes whose expression is related to the osmotic shock response ([@B60]).

![Consensus diagrams of selected motifs that are likely to be *cis*-regulatory: the *chrB*-a and -b, DUF1646, *malK*-I, -II and -III, *nhaA*-I and -II, NMT1 and *uup* motifs. Annotations are the same as in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](gkx699fig3){#F3}

A DUF1646 RNA in *Enterococcus hirae* ATCC 9790 is upstream of the *ntp* operon, which encodes a sodium-exporting ATPase. The expression of this operon is increased with higher Na^+^ levels, especially under circumstances that hinder the generation of proton-motive force ([@B61]). Although the region implicated in this regulation does not overlap the DUF1646 RNA ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it is still possible that DUF1646 RNAs implement sodium-based regulation, or regulate genes based on a complementary stimulus ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A DUF1646 RNA in *Enterococcus faecalis* was predicted as being a *cis*-regulatory RNA by term-seq ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a procedure that uses RNA-seq to find products of Rho-independent termination ([@B62]). These complementary data, and the predicted transcription terminators we generally observe downstream of DUF1646 RNAs ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), support the conclusion that this motif is *cis*-regulatory.

The *nhaA*-I and -II motifs are also typically found in the presumed 5′ UTRs of genes that encode Na^+^/H^+^ antiporters. *nhaA*-I RNAs are also very rarely found upstream of signaling, peptidoglycan-related and DUF1646 genes, among others. DUF1646 is implicated in sodium transport by its association with the DUF1646 motif, whose likely relationship with sodium was just described. *nhaA*-I RNAs are occasionally found nearby to another *nhaA*-I RNA, an arrangement that could produce a tighter ligand dose-response curve ([@B63],[@B64]). *NhaA*-II RNAs are also typically found upstream of *nhaA* genes, but one *nhaA*-II RNA is upstream of a SAM-dependent methyltransferase.

*chrB*-a and -b motifs {#SEC3-11}
----------------------

These related motifs (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) occur in a variety of alpha-Proteobacteria in the potential 5′ UTRs of multiple protein-coding gene classes with a direct relationship to chromate resistance ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data suggest that *chrB* RNAs function as chromate sensors, although *in vitro* experiments did not provide evidence of binding to chromate or structurally related chemicals ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*malK*-I, -II and -III motifs {#SEC3-12}
-----------------------------

Three motifs with distinct structures (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) were discovered that are predominantly found in the potential 5′ UTRs of *malK* genes that encode the ATPase domains of sugar transporters, e.g. for maltose or glycerol-3-phosphate. In all three motifs, the RNA structure is located nearby to the SD of the *malK* gene. Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict the substrate of the transporter from protein sequence alone. Therefore, if these motifs function as riboswitches, identification of the ligand might require the experimental screening of a variety of ligand candidates. We did not observe any evidence that the RNA recognized any of the few ligands that we examined ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*uup* motif {#SEC3-13}
-----------

The *uup* motif (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) lies in potential 5′ UTRs, and the most commonly regulated gene classes encode ATPases that are annotated either as being a part of ABC-type transporters or as fungal elongation factor 3. Thus, the specific biochemical function of these genes is unclear. In rare cases, DUF2992 domains are encoded by the second gene in an operon that is likely regulated by an *uup* RNA. DUF2992 genes are associated with *yjdF* motif RNAs ([@B48]), which were recently found to respond to a variety of azaaromatic compounds ([@B27]). *uup* RNAs are found in three phyla and have several conserved nucleotides. However, the motif\'s secondary structure is simpler than that of most known riboswitches.

NMT1 motif {#SEC3-14}
----------

Multiple gene classes are predicted to be regulated by NMT1 RNAs (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The most common is NMT1, which is thought to be required for thiamin synthesis and regulated by thiamin in yeast ([@B33]). Also common are genes encoding dioxygenases of various or uncertain specificities. A less-common class of genes is probably related to isoxanthopterin deaminases. A subset of amidohydrolases were found to function *in vitro* as isoxanthopterin deaminases, although their natural substrate is unclear ([@B65]). A group of similar proteins had ambiguous features that made it unclear whether they also could work on isoxanthopterin ([@B65]), and members of this ambiguous group are apparently regulated by NMT1 RNAs. In-line probing of NMT1 RNAs in the presence of various small molecules did not reveal a ligand for this motif ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*ldcC* motif {#SEC3-15}
------------

This motif is widespread in Firmicutes, and present in two species of Spirochaetes, and has multiple highly conserved nucleotides (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Its secondary structure consists of a hairpin with a bulge. However, there is a possible pseudoknot stem whose nucleotides do not vary, thus eliminating the possibility of covariation, which would more reliably indicate the presence of the pseudoknot. If the pseudoknot is conserved, this motif would satisfy the criteria to likely be a sophisticated RNA.
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The *ldcC* motif is usually predicted in the 5′ UTRs of genes, most of which are predicted to encode decarboxylases of metabolites such as arginine, ornithine or SAM. Other genes include those coding for endopeptidase C39A and PotA, a spermidine/putrescine transporter. The RNA might thus play a role related to polyamine homeostasis.

c-di-AMP-related motifs {#SEC3-16}
-----------------------

We found four motifs (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) upstream of genes that are commonly regulated by riboswitches that sense the signaling molecule c-di-AMP ([@B60]), so these motifs might also function in c-di-AMP signaling. Three motifs, named *lysM*-TM7, *lysM*-Actino and *lysM-Prevotella* were found in distinct phyla in the potential 5′ UTRs of *lysM* genes. This gene encodes the 'lysin' domain, which is involved in degradation of the cell wall. The fourth motif, named the M23 motif, is typically in the potential 5′ UTRs of M23 peptidase genes. In one case, it is upstream of *nadE*, which encodes NAD synthetase.

We did not observe binding to c-di-AMP for these motifs ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nonetheless, we did observe possible binding of an M23 RNA to an unknown compound in dialyzed yeast extract (data not shown). However, as no binding was observed for c-di-AMP, the motif was not further pursued.

*sul1* motif {#SEC3-17}
------------

The *sul1* motif (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is virtually always positioned in the potential 5′ UTRs of various non-homologous genes, and is probably a *cis*-regulatory element. By far the most commonly associated gene class, *sul1*, encodes predicted sulfate transporters. Other genes encode serine acetyltransferase, cyclopropane fatty acid synthase, SAM-dependent methyltransferase or glycosyltransferase. Since these genes are implicated in sulfur metabolism or the related methionine pathway, s*ul1* RNAs might play a role in sulfur metabolism. We did not observe binding between *sul1* RNAs and ions such as sulfate ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

*terC* motif {#SEC3-18}
------------

*terC* RNAs (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) are positioned in a manner consistent with *cis*-regulatory elements. The most common gene class apparently regulated by *terC* RNAs encodes TIGR03717 and TIGR03718. These domain are homologous with TerC, a membrane-bound protein that confers resistance to tellurium ([@B66]). These domains are also the most commonly regulated by Mn^2+^ riboswitches ([@B67]--[@B69]), and COG3809 genes are also common to both *terC* RNAs and Mn^2+^ riboswitches. These data suggest that *terC* RNA's function might relate to Mn^2+^ or to another metal cation, although we did not identify such a cation that induced structural modulation in the RNA ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Rhodo-*rpoB* motif {#SEC3-19}
------------------

This motif (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is consistently found upstream of *rpoB* genes, which encode the beta subunit of RNA polymerase. The motif is largely restricted to the Rhodobacterales, an order of alpha-Proteobacteria. A motif called Lacto-*rpoB* was previously discovered upstream of *rpoB* genes ([@B18]). However, the Lacto-*rpoB* and Rhodo-*rpoB* motifs occur in different phyla and have unrelated secondary structures. Thus, a wide variety of bacteria might use distinct RNA structures to regulate their RNA polymerase genes.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

The discovery of 224 new structured motifs, of which the vast majority are undoubtedly formed by RNAs, suggests that many such RNA classes might still remain hidden in biology. If genomic and metagenomic DNA sequence datasets continue to grow, ever rarer RNA classes could appear in this sequence data in sufficient numbers to be discovered by using similar bioinformatics approaches. However, it might be necessary to design new algorithms or approaches to be able to detect rare RNA classes even with a constantly growing sequence data collection.

Recently, a strategy was described to detect *cis*-regulatory RNAs in bacteria by an RNA-seq-based technique that selects transcripts produced by Rho-independent termination ([@B62]), as terminators are often used by *cis*-regulatory RNAs ([@B43],[@B44]). This 'term-seq' strategy analyzed three genomes and predicted potential novel regulatory RNAs. Surprisingly, only one motif out of our 224 is also predicted by term-seq ([@B62]). This intersection is a DUF1646 RNA in *E. faecalis*. However, a second DUF1646 RNA in the same organism is not predicted by term-seq, possibly because it is not associated with a strong transcription terminator stem ([Supplementary Text](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, only three of 224 motifs are present in any of the three organisms studied by term-seq and none of the 224 motifs overlap metagenomic predictions from term-seq ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

These results suggest that many methods have increased difficulty in detecting the rare RNA classes that presumably remain undetected. In our method, rare RNAs are difficult to cluster together and may not collectively provide strong evidence of covariation, due to a limited diversity of representatives. A method like term-seq does not have these problems, but finding rare RNAs likely requires screening large numbers of organisms to find those in which a given rare RNA occurs. Screening of metatranscriptomes disfavors RNAs transcribed at lower levels or in organisms that are rare in the given environment. Additionally, individual RNAs may not be detectable with the term-seq method, due to biochemical issues or inevitable false negative rates. With common RNA classes, there are many opportunities to discover an example, but with rare classes, the class might be missed.

Fortunately, the low overlap between our results and those of term-seq supports the notion that alternate methods may be largely complementary. Thus, there is the exciting potential to find many more RNA classes, which might be rare, through a combination of multiple methods, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.

The 224 motifs presented in this paper present a starting point for experimental efforts to uncover their functions. Several motifs were revealed whose properties suggest an exciting biochemical function, such as the 581-nt ROOL RNA, and widespread motifs such as *raiA*, drum, DUF3800-I and FuFi-1. Moreover, the variety of RNA motifs found overall suggests involvement in a wide range of biological roles.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF {#SEC5}
===================

After acceptance of our manuscript, we became aware of a publication providing data on the ncRNA we named ROOL (Cousin,F.J., *et al.*, 2017, Microbial Genomics, doi: 10.1099/mgen.0.000126).
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Click here for additional data file.
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